
DefenderTM 7000
Advanced Square Scales

Advanced Smart Functionality, Durability, OHAUS Quality and Value
The OHAUS DefenderTM 7000 Series is a feature-rich line of bench scales, combining an ABS plastic T71P 
indicator with painted steel bases and columns.  Ideal for shipping and receiving, production, packaging 
and general commercial and industrial weighing applications, the Defender 7000 offers a multifunctional 
indicator with multiple weighing units, alpha-numeric keypad and software modes to meet the requirements 
of industrial and lab applications.  With rugged construction, comprehensive yet intuitive software and  
multiple connectivity options, the Defender 7000 can meet the needs of demanding industrial operations.

Standard Features Include:

 Painted steel base with ABS indicator
 10,000-12,500d default resolution
 Quick display of results using large dual line LCD with high-contrast white backlight 
 Temporary display of 10x readability in weighing mode using quick key press
 Easy to operate with positive feedback 5-function key and alpha-numeric membrane keypad
 Weighs in one or more units: kg, g, lb, oz, lb:oz (decimal), tonnes and user-definable custom unit
 Multiple weighing modes including Counting, Percent Weighing, Dynamic/Animal Weighing,    
Checkweighing, Display Hold, and Accumulation.
 255 item Library function
 Internal power supply with universal line cord or 6 “C” batteries (80 hour battery life) – optional   
NiMH internal rechargeable power pack available
 Includes RS232 interface with GMP/GLP data output including date and time, and external  
analog base input
 Base and indicator connected using quick connect plug
 Optional interfaces include DC relay control kit, AC relay control kit, 

  2nd RS232 and RS485/422

http://www.oldwillknottscales.com/
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The Defender 7000 Offers Multiple Features and Easy Configuration:
To meet different operational needs, the Defender 7000 includes a suite of configurable software:

Outline Dimensions
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Standard Features:

3-Color LED Checkweigh Indication 
with configurable beeper alert

High-Visibility Dual Line 
LCD Display
with bright white LED back-
light and fast display stable 
weight within 2 seconds

Reversible Rear Housing
Cables can exit above (table or front scale 
mounting) or below (wall or bench scale 
mounting) for convenient mounting.  Front 
scale mounting with available accessory.  
Internal structural ribs provide strength and 
minimize flexing.

Included Table/Wall Mount Bracket
With large ergonomic adjustable knobs 
to maximize viewing angles. A ratchet-type 
angle adjustment with metal inserts ensure 

that viewing angles are set 
securely, and lasts a long time 
even with frequent adjustments  

Universal Switching Power Supply
100-240 VAC with AC line 
cord; no need for an external 
AC adapter! Plug-in Load Cell Connector

Allows for simple connection to Defender bases or 
directly to terminal block.

Simple Plug-In Battery Installation
Use six C- alkaline 
batteries or the
optional NiMH 
battery

Painted Steel Columns
Available in both short and tall lengths

Durable Base Frame Construction
Stainless steel pans and painted 
steel form-and-weld frames (R, L 
bases) provide maximum durabil-
ity, rigidity and structural integrity.  
Load-unload cycle tested to ensure  
long-term
performance.

Fully Adjustable Feet
Four rugged, adjustable feet 
help prevent slippage on wet 
or uneven surfaces

Stay Connected
Built in RS232 bi-directional interface and 
external input, optional RS422/485, optional 
second RS232 and optional AC or DC relay

One-Key, Multiple Mode Selection 
Counting, Dynamic Weighing, 
Display Hold, Percent Weighing and 
Checkweighing

Internal Slot for Capacity Label 
Protects label from the effects  
of moisture and external  
environments

Options and Accessories 

Interface Options OHAUS Number

Power Options

Other Accessories OHAUS Number
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OHAUS CORPORATION

* ISO 9001

Features
T71P

Other Features

Compliance
Safety and EMC:

Other:
Quality:

Specifications
Model D71P10QR1 D71P25QR1 D71P50QL2 D71P100QL2 D71P250QX2
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